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I. Introduction
Traditionally, enforcing EU laws has been an autonomous responsibility of EU Member States and their
national supervisory authorities. Yet, great differences in the powers, capacities, regimes and strategies
of national supervisory authorities have resulted in inconsistencies and disparities in applying EU law
at the national level. For instance, ‘in the banking sector the maximum amount of fines provided for in
case of a violation is unlimited or variable in 6 Member States, more than 1 million euro in 9 Member
States, less than 150 000 euro in 7 Member States’.1 This example shows not only that companies can be
punished quite differently in different EU Member States arguably for the same wrongdoing but also that
the incentives for the same company to violate an EU rule will vary and be at their highest in, to take the
mentioned example, the seven Member States where the fine would be less than € 150,000. To mitigate
the negative consequences from the integrated legal order enforcement tasks have become increasingly
shared between the national and EU levels. Enforcement has become increasingly ‘Europeanized’.2
The sharing of enforcement tasks, to the extent that this has occurred in individual policy areas,
has taken different institutional shapes, such as (informal) networks of supervisory authorities and
EU agencies with and without legally-binding powers. In light of the existing variety of the ways in
which enforcement tasks and responsibilities have been shared between the national and EU levels, this
article aims to map out institutional models of how enforcement can be organized and to discuss what
different models bring in terms of degrees of sharing and the dividing of tasks and, to a certain extent, the
effectiveness of enforcement. It does so by means of comparing the existing institutional designs of shared
enforcement in the area of the EU financial supervisory system. Identifying enforcement models is useful
as it makes policy-makers at the EU and national levels aware of various possibilities and challenges
that such models are likely to face. National and EU policy-makers are hence advised to consider the
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identified challenges in advance when making choices between different enforcement models. While
this article derives its conclusions focusing primarily on the financial sector, the proposed models and
respective analysis could be useful in searching for the most optimal models in various areas of shared
regulation and enforcement in the EU.
This article proceeds as follows. Part II gives a brief historical overview of the latest developments in
the financial sector, which shows how enforcement in the financial sector has evolved from a somewhat
loose informal to a rather centralized and institutionalized structure. The institutional evolution has
been prompted by the transformation of powers from the national to the EU level. Mapping out the
institutional characteristics, advantages and challenges of each step in the mentioned development helps
to identify four models of how the enforcement of EU law can be organized. Four models are categorized
on a scale ranging from less to more powers given from the national to the EU level or S (small),
M (medium), L (large), and XL (extra-large) enforcement models. Part III offers a comparative analysis
of the identified models as to their institutional structures, degrees of sharing and division of tasks,
possibilities and challenges to effective enforcement that individual models may face. The discussion of
the major trade-offs which policy-makers face at the EU and national levels when designing enforcement
frameworks, namely centralization vs. decentralization (an institutional perspective) and harmonization
vs. differentiation (substantive and procedural perspectives), follows in Part IV. The final part contains
the conclusion (V).

II. Europeanization of financial supervision: from CESR, CEBS, and CEIOPS to ESMA,
EBA, EIOPA, and ECB
Creating networks of national financial supervisors
The Europeanization of the EU financial markets started in 2001 when a report by the Committee of
Wise Men gave birth to the so-called ‘Lamfalussy process’. The report identified a ‘common belief ’ that
the European Union’s regulatory framework was ‘too slow, too rigid, complex and ill-adapted to the pace
of global financial market change’ and that at that time existing rules and regulations were ‘implemented
differently’, which resulted in inconsistencies in the treatment of the same type of business.3 In the
Committee’s view ‘significant gains’ were ‘to be expected from an integrated European capital market’.4
The ‘Lamfalussy process’ was based upon a four-level regulatory approach. The first two levels, i.e.,
the passing of necessary legislation (Level 1) and creating two new comitology committees to assist the
Commission in implementing the details of that legislation (Level 2), were the responses on the regulation
side. The other two levels, i.e., enhancing cooperation between relevant national authorities (Level 3) and
strengthening the role of the Commission in the implementation of common rules (Level 4), aimed to
ensure consistent implementation and to enhance the enforcement of EU laws and rules.
Concerning the latter, to ensure the consistency of the transposition, implementation and
enforcement of Level 1 and 2 laws and rules the European Commission created three advisory
committees: the Committee of European Securities Regulators (CEBS), the Committee of European
Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervisors (CEIOPS), and the Committee of European Securities
Regulators (CESR).5 These committees included representatives of the national regulatory authorities of
each Member State who were to help to secure ‘more effective cooperation between national regulatory
authorities’ and to contribute ‘to the convergence of supervisory practices’.6 ‘The Level 3 Committees had
no direct supervisory powers in relation to individual market participants. Instead, they played a more
indirect role by seeking to foster consistent, cooperative practices and open relations among the frontline
national supervisors and marshaling peer pressure forces in respect of areas of divergence.’7 These networks
3
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of national representatives were the place for exchanging best practices and the issuing of guidelines and
standards for the national authorities to follow as a result of, for instance, peer reviews of administrative
regulation and regulatory practices in individual countries. Such standards and guidelines were neither
legally binding nor enforceable rules which had only indirect effect via the national application practice.8
As a result, in contrast to the Lamfalussy Report’s expectation that the outcome of the work of these
committees ‘would be non-binding although clearly it would carry considerable authority’,9 ‘experience
has rather shown that measures agreed at Level 3 have not been applied consistently enough in the dayto-day supervisory practice of the national supervisors. This is sometimes reinforced by the fact that some
regulators issue at national level guidance diverging from guidance agreed in the Level 3 Committees.’10
The problem here was two-fold. On the one hand, standards and guidelines adopted by networks of
national supervisors were non-binding, which caused an inconsistent interpretation and application of
the agreed standards at the national level. On the other hand, it was the absence of any binding power of
the committee ‘to tell a national supervisor that its interpretation of European law was wrong’.11
Next to that, a troubling moment was that ‘differences on measures and procedures to authorise and
supervise investment firms’12 or, in other words, differences in administrative and criminal sanctions at
the national level remained the case. In its report on sanctioning regimes in the financial sector issued a
few years later the European Commission concluded that
‘the way sanctions are designed in some Member States raises the question whether sanctions
are fully effective, proportionate and dissuasive. Furthermore, divergences exist as to the level
of enforcement. In some Member States no sanctions were applied for more than two years. The
Commission considers that this could be symptomatic of a weak enforcement of EU rules.’13
All in all, in the words of the follow-up De Larosière Report ‘national supervisors did not cooperate
sufficiently to converge either supervisory practices or interpretations – whether the reason is to protect a
national champion, restrict competition, preserve a national practice viewed as a competitive supervisory
or regulatory advantage or just sheer bureaucratic inertia’.14
Replacing networks with non-binding legal powers by EU agencies with legally-binding powers
To address existing inconsistencies and to enhance enforcement greater convergence of national regimes
was thought to be necessary. This became especially clear in the course of the financial crisis of 2008
when the networks of national authorities failed to achieve a coordinated response to the crisis. In this
light the 2008 financial crisis seems to have played an important role in speeding up political decisions on
rather complex and important issues in a remarkably short period of time.15 The new European System
of Financial Supervision, which includes the creation of the EU financial agencies replacing the previous
network structure, has been constructed in some 20 months.16 The ESFS comprises the following:

8 Ottow 2012 supra note 6, p. 206.
9 Final Report of the Committee of Wise Men on the Regulation of European Securities Markets, Brussels, 15 February 2001, p. 38.
10 Communication from the Commission, ‘Review of the Lamfalussy process, strengthening supervisory convergence’, COM(2007) 727 final,
Para. 4.3.2.; see, also, Communication from the Commission, ‘Reinforcing sanctioning regimes in the financial services sector’, COM(2010)
716 final, p. 6.
11 K. Yesilkagit & A. Ottow, ‘Convergence of Sanctioning Regimes: A Sufficient Condition for Effective Enforcement of Financial Regulation?’,
forthcoming, p. 12.
12 CESR Half-Yearly Report, 2009. To be found at: <http://www.esma.europa.eu/system/files/09_782.pdf> (last visited 20 November 2014).
13 Communication from the Commission, ‘Reinforcing sanctioning regimes in the financial services sector’, COM(2010) 716 final, p. 6.
While the Court of Justice of the European Union confirmed that Member States enjoy a margin of discretion in determining what
measures are most appropriate to enforce EU law (Spanish Strawberries, C-265/95), it has also limited this principle of the national
procedural autonomy of Member States by subjecting it to the minimum requirements of effectiveness, equivalence, proportionality
and dissuasiveness which need to be met in enforcing EU law. The inability to respect the mentioned requirements seems to have led to
shifting enforcement possibilities to the EU level.
14 Report of the High-level Group on Financial Supervision in the EU chaired by Jacques de Larosière, 25 February 2009, p. 75.
15 N. Moloney, ‘The European Securities and Markets Authority and institutional design for the EU financial market: a tale of two
competences: part (1) rule-making’, 2011 European Business Organization Law Review 12, no. 1, pp. 41-86, p. 44.
16 Ibid.
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(i)	European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), which is responsible for identifying and assessing potential
threats to financial stability arising from macro-economic developments and from developments
within the financial system as a whole (‘macro-prudential supervision’);
(ii)	European System of Financial Supervisors (ESFS), comprising a network of national financial
supervisors working with new European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) to safeguard financial
soundness at the level of individual financial institutions and to protect consumers of financial
services (‘micro-prudential supervision’).17
The former networked organization of national supervisory authorities has been replaced by three financial
agencies, the European Banking Authority (EBA), the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions
Authority (EIOPA) and the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA). The institutional change
was accompanied by the centralization of power to enhance enforcement through harmonization. Next
to their advisory role the new agencies have received regulatory and supervisory powers, including the
power to issue instructions to relevant financial institutions bypassing national supervisory authorities if
the latter do not comply with the Commission’s formal opinion or ESAs’ decisions (Articles 17 and 18 of
ESAs’ founding acts, Regulations 1094/2010, 1095/2010 and 1096/2010), see Tables 1 and 2). ‘Although
the original idea had been to grant powers to these supervisory authorities to adopt binding technical
standards, this was not included in the final text. These powers are now reserved for the Commission,
which will adopt a single technical rule book at the instigation of the ESAs.’18 Yet, even without the
regulatory power to issue binding technical standards, the powers given to the ESAs are of considerable
significance and indicate an important shift of supervisory powers to the EU level.
Table 1

Stages in the enforcement process under Article 17
ESA’s investigation
ESA’s compliance recommendation to the national supervisor
Commission’s formal opinion to the national supervisor

ESA’s compliance decision in conformity with the Commission’s formal opinion to the financial
market participant

Table 2

ESAs’ powers under Article 18
Council’s determination of the emergence situation
ESA’s decision to national supervisors to take specific action
If the national authority does not comply,
in some cases ESA can direct its decision to financial market participant

17 Communication from the Commission, ‘European Financial Supervision’, COM(2009) 252, p. 3.
18 Arts. 10 (regulatory technical standards) and 15 (implementing technical standards) of the founding regulation of the EBA provide a
complex procedure for developing standards, whereby the Commission has the opportunity, within certain periods and after consultations,
to endorse and also possibly to amend standards proposed by the EBA.
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And there is more. Regulation 513/2011 has made ESMA exclusively responsible for the registration and
supervision, including the right to impose sanctions, of credit rating agencies in the EU.19 This implies
transferring almost all supervisory powers from the national to the EU level in the respective field. ESMA’s
supervisory powers have become extensive. These include the powers to examine and to take copies of
any relevant records and material, to ask for an oral explanation, to summon and to hear persons, to
require telephone and data traffic records, and to interview persons (Article 23(b)), powers not available
even to the European Parliament in its investigatory capacity. ESMA’s sanctioning arsenal includes the
withdrawal of registrations, temporary prohibitions on issuing ratings, suspending the use of ratings
for regulatory purposes, and the issuance of a public notice (Article 24). With respect to the remedy in
the enforcement procedures it cannot choose any other remedy than to impose a fine (Article 24), the
minimum and maximum amounts of which are fixed. This rather punitive enforcement method seems to
have been circumvented in practice by using a risk-based enforcement style and adopting a wide margin
of discretion. ESMA is likely to impose sanctions only in exceptional circumstances.20
It is important to note that ESMA does not replace relevant national authorities since its work depends
on close cooperation with them. According to relevant cooperation agreements national supervisors may
be required to provide information, assist ESMA and carry out investigations and on-site inspections
on ESMA’s behalf. ESMA may also transfer certain tasks to them, though such a transfer may not dilute
ESMA’s authority. All in all, the new regime aims to ensure a stricter governing of both compliance and
disclosure by means of centralizing power at the EU level.
The new supervisory tasks of the ECB
There is even more than what has been discussed so far. The European Central Bank (ECB) has assumed
the new banking supervisory responsibilities.21 ‘Due to the financial crisis, governments invested
trillions of Euros to rescue their national banks, as a result of which the national financial situation of
many Member States became fragile. To break the link between the Member States and their banks, the
European Stability mechanisms (ESM) is proposed to recapitalize banks directly at the European level.’22
The idea is to create a single European supervisory system for banks under the command of the ECB.
As of November 2014, the ECB directly supervises significant credit institutions, ‘representing
almost 85% of total banking assets in the euro area’.23 The ECB has powers to authorize and to withdraw
authorization from credit institutions, to assess qualifying holdings, and to conduct supervision, to name
but a few.24 Next to the possibility to withdraw a bank authorization, its enforcement arsenal includes
administrative sanctions. With respect to the supervision of significant credit institutions, national
supervisors will thus assist the ECB in the daily assessments of respective banks and the implementation
of the ECB’s guidelines and regulations. Interestingly, even in relation to less significant credit institutions,
the ECB will be able to issue regulations and instructions to the national supervisory authorities. While
national supervisors will remain responsible for other issues, such as consumer protection, the combating
of money laundering and other tasks not conferred upon the ECB, the ECB will become a very strong
prudential supervisor with the exclusive and most important supervisory and enforcement powers over
all significant credit institutions in the EU.25

19
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Yesilkagit & Ottow (forthcoming), supra note 11, p. 21.
Ibid. p. 26.
<http://www.ecb.europa.eu/ssm/html/index.en.html> (last visited 20 November 2014).
Ottow 2014, supra note 2, p. 11.
<http://www.ecb.europa.eu/ssm/html/index.en.html> (last visited 20 November 2014).
Article 4 proposal for a Council regulation conferring specific tasks on the European Central Bank concerning policies relating to the
prudential supervision of credit institutions, as amended by the European Parliament, 22 May 2014. The final texts were not available at
the time of writing.
25 Ottow 2014, supra note 2, p. 13.
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L (large)

In addition to the possibilities under
the ‘S’ model:
– Possibility to issue legally-binding
enforcement decisions overruling
national authorities via the
Commission
– Possibility to issue binding decisions
in mediation and conciliation
procedures to enhance compliance

– Giving non-binding recommendations
– Enhancing information exchange,
establishing central databases and
promoting the exchange of best practices
– Developing common standards to measures
and comparing enforcement regimes,
conducting peer reviews
– Mediating disputes on a non-binding basis
– Identifying problem areas, differences and
common goals
– Providing opinions to the EU institutions

In addition to the possibilities under
the ‘M’ model:
– Possibility to issue legally-binding
enforcement decisions overruling
national authorities directly

Legally-binding powers in certain
circumstances

Hierarchical division between the
EU and national levels’ powers in
emergency circumstances

Differences in the implementation and enforcement of recommendations and
decisions of the EU agency due to legal, political and cultural differences in the
MSs

Non-legally-binding decisions but
advice to the Commission

More sharing than in the ‘S’ model,
certain division and (enhanced)
cooperation and coordination

EU agency (a body enjoying legal personality) comprising representatives of
relevant national public authorities (and stakeholders)
More involvement of the Commission and the European Parliament in the
governance structures, e.g. in the appointment and removal procedures of
agencies’ top-level officials

M (medium)

Non-legally-binding decisions

– Impossibility to enforce its non-legally
binding recommendations/ no sanctions
against non-compliance to follow
Challenges to recommendations, guidelines and requests
to cooperate
Effective
–
Differences in implementation and
Enforcement
enforcement of recommendations due to
legal, political and cultural differences in the
MSs

Elements
Promoting
Shared
Enforcement

Legal powers

The degree of Less sharing than division but providing
(supervisory) cooperation and coordination
sharing and
division of
powers

Institutional
Structure

(Informal) network comprising
representatives of relevant national public
authorities (and stakeholders)

S (small)

(De jure) ignoring of the
differences between national
enforcement laws and practices
which may adversely affect
enforcement in individual MSs

Direct supervision and
sanctioning at the EU level
with a reliance on national
supervisors

Legally-binding powers
concerning certain policy fields

Hierarchical division between
the EU and national levels’
powers with a possibility to
issue instructions to national
supervisors

EU agency or an Institution of
the European Union (European
Central Bank)

XL
(extra-large)

Table 3

Models

Degree of Europeanization
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III. Four models of enforcement
The evolution of financial supervision in the EU shows a process of the transformation of national
supervisory powers to the EU level. This ‘Europeanization’ trend implies an institutional evolution and
functional transformation. It is a development of going from somewhat loose networks of national
supervisors with non-legally-binding powers to a rather centralized and institutionalized structure of
EU agencies and EU institutions with legally-binding and even overruling powers in relation to respective
national supervisors. Within the framework of this development four enforcement models stand out. In
light of the so-called Europeanization trend, these models are best categorized on a scale ranging from
less to more powers given from the national to the EU level or S (small), M (medium), L (large), and
XL (extra-large) enforcement models (see Table 3).
Institutional characteristics of the S, M, L, and XL models
The differences between the models are first of all noticeable in the institutional characteristics of
cooperation. Whereas the institutional setting of all models feature the representation of all Member States
with the possible involvement of the EU institutions (the Commission and the European Parliament)
and relevant stakeholders, the setting in which they cooperate can differ from an entity with (the M and
L models) and without (the S model) legal personality. The XL model significantly differs in this respect
since in this model the centralized supervisory and enforcement tasks are given to a treaty-recognized
institution, i.e., the European Central Bank.
The institutional choice between a network, an agency and an EU institution clearly has implications
for such questions as democratic legitimacy and accountability. An EU institution is in this respect the
most legitimate option since it is established by the Treaties, which are silent about the possibility of
creating networks and agencies. This also concerns the question of networks’ and agencies’ powers and
accountability, though the accountability of the ECB is not without reservation because of the latter’s
independence. While these issues remain debatable, even after the most recent ESMA shortselling case
(C-270/12),26 where the CJEU confirmed the possibility to empower agencies with powers to take legallybinding decisions of general application, networks and agencies have been created in nearly every EU
policy area; from energy to food safety, transport, vocational training and police cooperation. While the
Lisbon Treaty has become the first treaty to mention EU agencies in about 27 of its provisions, including
Article 263 TFEU on the possibility to review decisions issued by ‘bodies, offices or agencies’, yet excluding
networks, it does not establish any framework on when an agency can be set up, with what powers and by
whom. The debate on agencies’ legitimacy and accountability is hence likely to persist.27
Functional characteristics of the S, M, L, and XL models
The sharing and division of (non-)legally-binding powers in relation to different enforcement aspects are
the most remarkable differences between the identified models. One talks about the sharing of powers
when similar tasks are exercised at both national and EU levels whereas the division of powers implies
preventing functional overlaps by drawing the line between the powers of national authorities on the one
hand, and of the EU institutions and agencies on the other. The fewer the tasks that are shared between
the national and EU levels, the less Europeanization there is (the S model). The degree of Europeanization
increases with transferring more legally-binding and exclusive powers to the EU level institutions and
agencies (the M, L, and XL models).
The financial supervisory system under the Level 3 committees is the example of the S model in this
respect. These committees could provide cooperation and coordination between national authorities’
actions which was done with the help of ‘newly’ created tasks in the sense that no transfer of (legallybinding) powers from the national to the EU level took place. The tasks of issuing non-binding guidelines
26 M. Scholten & M. van Rijsbergen, ‘The ESMA-short selling case: Erecting a New Delegation Doctrine in the EU upon the Meroni-Romano
Remnants’, 2014 Legal Issues of Economic Integration 41, no. 4, pp. 389-405.
27 See Scholten concerning the issues of the political accountability of 35 EU agencies (M. Scholten, The Political Accountability of EU and
US Independent Regulatory Agencies, 2014).
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and recommendations, promoting supervisory convergence and coordination, establishing common
databases and standards and conducting peer-reviews were not previously exercised at the national level.
The creation of a network of competent national supervisory authorities even without legally-binding
powers made the ‘promotion of pan-European supervisory convergence’28 possible.
This is different from the M model where similar tasks can be exercised at both national and EU
levels. While pursuant to the most recent changes it remains the task of national supervisory authorities
to ensure the compliance of EU financial markets regulation, in case of a failure of a national authority
to apply the law properly the EU supervisory agency comes into play. According to their founding acts,
the three financial agencies have received powers which imply the possibility to issue a formal opinion
and via the Commission to request a national supervisor or a financial market participant to stop any
violation of the EU financial markets law (the earlier discussed Article 17 and Table 1). In this way,
the EU agency may exercise similar tasks, such as conducting investigations and issuing compliance
decisions, to those of national supervisors. The task of ensuring the compliance of EU financial markets
laws is in a way shared.
The L and XL models differ from the M model because a division, rather than a sharing, of tasks
between national and EU supervisory authorities takes place. The peculiarity of the L model is that
EU agencies have received the power to overrule national authorities in emergency circumstances (the
earlier discussed Article 18 and Table 2). In the XL model, the delegation goes further than emergency
circumstances: the EU level bodies receive exclusive tasks to regulate certain things. This concerns, for
instance, the powers of ESMA under Regulation 513/2011 which makes ESMA exclusively responsible for
the registration and supervision of credit rating agencies in the EU.29 ESMA does not share registration
and supervision powers with its national counterparts, although it does rely on cooperation with them.
Rather, the tasks are divided between the EU and national level authorities concerning who does what
in relation to the credit rating agencies. ESMA registers and sanctions the credit rating agencies whereas
national authorities provide assistance which ESMA asks for and they may exercise tasks which ESMA can
delegate to them. All in all, the degree of Europeanization in the L model is higher than in the M model
because the EU level bodies receive emergency powers to overrule national authorities. The same is true
for the XL model where the EU level institution (the ECB) or agency (ESMA) has received exclusive
powers, thus assuming the tasks which could have been previously exercised by national supervisors.
In light of the discussed example of ESMA which characterizes several models (M-XL), it is important
to note that the distinction between different enforcement models may not be that clear-cut in practice
because different models may exist in relation to the same institution but with respect to different tasks
that the institution performs. This distinction is important, as it allows one to show how differently
individual models can address similar challenges, which is discussed next.
Possibilities and limits of the S, M, L, and XL models
The discussed institutional and functional developments of supervisory tasks in the field of EU
financial regulation have been taking place with the aim of promoting the uniform implementation and
enforcement of EU financial markets’ laws. Yet, how effectively can the identified models ensure the
enforcement of EU laws and rules? Each model offers some possibilities and is subject to certain limits
in this respect.
The possibilities that the S model brings can be divided into three categories: expertise, coordination,
and peer review.30 First, since networks comprise representatives from regulation and enforcement bodies
of the Member States and relevant stakeholders, they are in a good position to provide expert advice to the
Commission in the course of the drafting process. ‘Examples of this include the involvement of the CEBS
in drafting detailed implementing measures for directives via the Lamfalussy process.’31 Second, with the
help of accumulation and exchange of information about enforcement laws, regimes, strategies, good
28 E. Ferran, ‘Understanding the New Institutional Architecture of EU Financial Marker Supervision’, in E. Wymeersch et al., Finacial
Regulation and Supervision: A Post-Crisis Analysis, 2012, p. 117.
29 Yesilkagit & Ottow (forthcoming,) supra note 11, p. 21.
30 Ottow 2012, supra note 6, p. 203.
31 Ibid.
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and bad practices of individual Member States networks devise common standards in order to promote
the uniform application of EU laws. They provide a venue to coordinate and mitigate the differences
among and within Member States in the absence of centralized supervision. In fact, networks could
be seen as minimum centralized supervision thanks to its third task, peer review. Enforcement laws,
regimes, strategies, and results are being reviewed and commented upon. Furthermore, ‘the Commission
bases its compliance reports and benchmark reports regarding the implementation status of directives
on input from the networks.’32
Thus, by accumulating information, establishing common standards, checking compliance with EU
laws in individual Member States and exchanging good and bad practices and contributing to the EU
legislative process, networks can promote the harmonization of enforcement laws and practices. Thanks
to these powers they can be important tools to foster cooperation and coordination between relevant
national supervisory authorities. They cannot, however, address all the problematic areas in the field of
enforcement in the EU multi-layered legal order. When differences between Member States’ enforcement
laws and practices adversely affect the uniform implementation of EU policies, a more advanced form of
coordination and cooperation may be necessary. This is where the other enforcement models come into
play.
All other models (M, L, and XL) can address the limit that the S model faces, namely the impossibility
to enforce the EU law and the network’s non-legally binding recommendations and to sanction noncompliance with laws, recommendations, guidelines, requests to cooperate, and the outcomes of
mediation and conciliation procedures. This is because EU agencies, directly or via the Commission
and the ECB, have legally-binding powers to either bypass the national supervisory authority when the
latter fails to enforce the EU law, or to enforce the EU law directly by using the national supervisors as
assistants. Thanks to the ‘power of the stick’, enforcement is thought to be more effective than would have
been the case under the S model, also with respect to the soft law that the agency passes.
The difference between, on the one hand, the M and L and, on the other, the XL models is, however,
how they go about another challenge that the S models cannot cope with, namely the existing differences
in the implementation and enforcement of EU laws and the network’s recommendations due to legal,
political, and cultural differences in the Member States. The M and L models allow for differentiation
among national enforcement laws and practices since the EU supervisory agency steps in only in
exceptional circumstances, i.e., when the national authority fails to enforce EU law and in the case of
an emergency established by the Council. There is thus institutional and to a certain extent functional
centralization accompanied by a significant degree of differentiation in relation to the enforcement laws
and practices of individual Member States. As a result of the differentiation, however, the risk of having
differences in the implementation and enforcement of EU laws and the network’s recommendations due
to legal, political, and cultural differences in the Member States remains. Such a risk is certainly mitigated
by the overruling power of the EU agency, even though it can only be used in exceptional circumstances,
but the risk is still there. Since the system is new, it remains to be seen how the EU financial supervisory
authorities, directly or via the Commission, will use their supervisory and emergency powers. But it
is important to bear in mind that the sanction which is never used may be tantamount to having no
sanction at all.
Conversely, the XL model centralizes all the supervisory power at the EU level. By making an EU
agency or an EU institution responsible for the registration and supervision, including sanctioning, of all
credit rating agencies or credit institutions in the EU the adverse effects from the different implementation
and enforcement of EU laws due to legal, political and cultural differences in the Member States can be
eliminated. Yet, solving one problem creates another concern. The new system of sanctioning is rigid
in the sense of not being responsive to different workable enforcement strategies of individual national
supervisory authorities and specific cases.
To this end, it is important to note that there is no genuine consensus on which enforcement strategy
is the most effective. Moreover, different enforcement strategies may be more and less effective in relation
to different countries, sectors, and the number and size of actors that are to be supervised. As an example,
32 Ibid.
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a so-called responsive regulation, a strategy that combines both compliance and deterrence enforcement
approaches, must be found. ‘When types of regulation can be identified, a specific and targeted, rather
than a pyramidic, enforcement strategy may constitute a more effective use of resources.’33 By opting
only for a rather punitive enforcement strategy in the case of ESMA’s supervision powers over credit
ranking agencies, for example, the Union Legislator runs the risk of affecting enforcement in a negative
sense by ignoring the existing established and workable ‘softer’ enforcement strategies tailored to the
specific characteristics of individual Member States and their markets’ specifics. For example, in the
Netherlands the Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (Autoriteit Consument & Markt,
ACM) has explicitly chosen for a problem-solving enforcement strategy, where it
‘subsequently selects the instrument or a combination of instruments that offers the highest
probability of producing a structural solution of the problem. In that regard it is crucial to look
at the entire range of formal and informal instruments at ACM’s disposal. In certain cases,
a fine imposed on an undertaking for a violation could be perfectly complemented with an
awareness campaign aimed at the market’s demand side (consumer empowerment). ACM has
a wide range of statutory powers, and in order to fulfill our tasks as efficient as possible, we aim
for swift and pragmatic solutions wherever possible.’34
All in all, while the identified four models can promote the implementation and enforcement of EU
laws at the national level in different ways, they all face challenges to effective enforcement. Some
challenges of the S models are attempted to be addressed by the M, L, and XL models, although resolving
one problem may lead to another concern. What binds all the models together is the fact that they
try to mitigate negative effects from the existing great differences in the laws and practices of national
supervisory authorities which have resulted in having inconsistencies and disparities in applying EU
law. While enhancing coordination and cooperation can indeed promote the uniform interpretation
and convergence of enforcement regimes, strategies, and institutional settings at the national level, what
is interesting to note is that none of the existing enforcement models has addressed the differences in
the capacity of national supervisors. However, it is unrealistic to expect the same level of enforcement
from competent national authorities which differ greatly as to their human and financial resources. In
the federal states, such as the US, the enforcement of federal laws can be (co)financed from the federal
budget in relation to those states which may lack necessary resources to implement the federal policy.
Perhaps this is something for the Union Legislator to consider when it regulates and considers different
enforcement models.

IV. Trade-offs in designing enforcement frameworks in the EU multi-layered legal order
So far this article has discussed the institutional and functional evolution of enforcement powers in the
field of EU financial markets on the basis of which four models of how enforcement can be organized in
the EU multi-layered legal order have been distinguished. In the case of financial supervision these models
can be seen as an evolutionary process where the networked S model was replaced by EU agencies or by
conferring more supervisory and enforcement powers on the EU institutions (the M, L, and XL models).
Creating networks of national supervisors, delegating EU agencies with overruling enforcement powers
in exceptional circumstances and exclusive powers in relation to credit ranking agencies as well as giving
exclusive supervisory powers to the EU institutions over significant credit institutions are all examples
of the different degrees of the ‘Europe factor’ chosen to supervise the financial markets at the EU level.
The identified models in this article are merely examples of possible ways to promote the uniform
interpretation of EU laws and enforcement. While similar developments can be identified in other
policy fields,35 the discussed models may clearly differ depending on the specifics of other sectors, the
33 R. Baldwin et al., Understanding regulation. Theory, Strategy, and Practice, 2012, p. 231.
34 ACM Strategy Document, August 2014, p. 8, to be found at: <https://www.acm.nl/en/publications/publication/11993/StrategyNetherlands-Authority-for-Consumers-and-Markets/> (last visited 21 November 2014).
35 Consider the establishment of networks of national regulatory and supervisory authorities and agencies and the powers of the EU
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competences of the EU in other fields, the scope of differences in enforcement laws and practices and the
risks from having those differences among and within the Member States. At the same time while the
specifics of other sectors may differ, which may, therefore, require different responses from the legislator
in relation to how enforcement responsibilities could and should be shared and divided, there are a few
caveats which the policy-makers will face in designing enforcement frameworks for any sector in the
EU. This section discusses the two central dilemmas in this respect: centralization vs. decentralization
(an institutional perspective) and harmonization vs. differentiation (substantive and procedural
perspectives); see Figure 1.
Centralization vs. decentralization (an institutional perspective)
The scope of regulation at the EU level is governed by the principles of conferral, proportionality, and
subsidiarity (Article 5 TFEU and Protocol 2). The enforcement of EU law is left to the Member States
under the principle of national procedural autonomy, which is based on other principles determined
by the case-law and Article 4 TFEU as interpreted by the CJEU, such as principles of loyal cooperation,
effectiveness, equivalence, proportionality, and dissuasiveness. The enforcement system in relation to EU
laws has hence been institutionally decentralized, accompanied by a differentiation in laws and practices
per definition (point A in Figure 1).
Since disparities among EU Member States’ enforcement laws and practices may result (and
have allegedly resulted) in the ineffective enforcement of EU laws and hence have put the uniform
implementation of EU policies at risk, a certain level of centralization seems essential. At a minimum,
a uniform implementation and enforcement require cooperation, exchange of information and good
practices and the existence of common databases. Therefore, a complete decentralization of the
enforcement of common policies in most areas seems unwise and in fact hardly exists. 36 The question
of whether ‘to centralize or not’ is hence not as relevant as the question of how much centralization
is functionally necessary and politically possible or desirable (in terms of creating new agencies or
strengthening the existing institutions and bodies with more powers). This question will be addressed
differently by the experts in specific sectors and politicians depending on political, economic and societal
circumstances in particular policy fields. Here, as the example of the financial markets shows, certain
events, like a crisis, may speed up the process of centralization. Among other influential factors could
also be the degree of internationalization of the economy: the higher the degree of internationalization,
the more centralization could be feasible and necessary to coordinate EU national policies to withstand
international pressures and developments.
Harmonization vs. differentiation (substantive and procedural perspectives)
Whereas the necessity of institutional centralization is clear, at least in its embryonic stage for the sake of
coordination and cooperation efforts, the other trade-off concerns the question of whether ‘to harmonize
laws and practices or not’ and, if so, to what extent (in substantive and procedural terms). This concerns
the choice between B and C options of Figure 1. The B option implies institutional centralization, for
instance, establishing a network of national regulators or an EU agency, which provides cooperation and
coordination between national players. National laws and practices are not harmonized. The integration
of supervisory and enforcement laws and practices goes further in option C by setting certain (minimum)
common standards for all to comply with and making a central body or institution responsible for
ensuring compliance with the set standards.
The advantages of the B option is that it allows differentiating between national laws and practices.
It thus respects the differences between the EU Member States in relation to their cultural, political and
Commission in other sectors, such as competition law, consumer protection, communications, and energy, each being at the different
stage from the S to XL model path. (For a comprehensive overview of various institutional structures of integrated supervision in the EU,
see Ottow 2012, supra note 6).
36 The necessity of cooperation between regulatory and oversight financial regimes and the negative effects of diverging laws and practices
have also been stressed as crucial in transatlantic financial relations, which is clearly only possible if the relevant cooperation exists within
the EU (‘The Danger of Divergence: Transatlantic Financial Reform & the G20 Agenda’, Atlantic Council, report prepared by Dr. Chris
Brummer, December 2013.)
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policy fields’ specifics. Here, for example, if the Netherlands uses less repressive enforcement strategies
than Bulgaria in enforcing specific EU laws, both countries continue to enforce EU laws in their own
ways as long as they can both implement EU laws properly. At the same time, it is argued that the existing
differentiation results in, at least to a certain extent, an inconsistent application of EU law in national
law. Hence, differentiation may jeopardize the effectiveness of the implementation of EU policies. In
this light, the C option seems more advantageous since it can address the problem of eliminating the
differences between laws and practices among the EU Member States. However, the cost of bringing all
Member States under one standard involves making enforcement laws stricter than may be necessary
in individual Member States and adversely affecting the innovation spirit in search of the most optimal
supervisory and enforcement strategies to adapt to national and sectoral diversities.
Figure 1 Central dilemmas for shared enforcement in the EU
centralization
B

C

differentiation

harmonization
A
decentralization

V. Conclusion
Having analyzed the change in the institutional landscape of financial supervision in the EU in the
recent decade, this article has identified four models of how the enforcement of EU law can be exercised
and at what level. The centralization from an institutional perspective can take different institutional
shapes from networks (the S model) to EU agencies and EU institutions (the M-XL models). The models
differ as to the degree of sharing and the division of enforcement tasks between the national and EU
levels from centralizing cooperation and coordination (the S model) to harmonizing regulation and
enforcement laws and practices (the M-XL models). The identified models show different degrees of the
Europeanization of enforcement responsibilities, which raises the question of what is the most optimal
model for enforcement in the EU.
We believe that at least a minimum degree of centralization is necessary to promote the uniform
enforcement and implementation of EU policies. In a Union with 28 legal systems, it is impossible
to ensure consistent and uniform implementation without information exchange, coordination of
efforts, identification of (common) problems, differences and goals, and an exchange of best practices.
Hence, centralization from an institutional perspective, by, for instance, creating common databases
and platforms for exchanging information by the Commission or a network of national enforcement
authorities is a must for the great majority of policy areas.
The questions of the institutional shape of centralized bodies (should it be a network, an agency
or an EU institution?) and of the distribution of functions between the national and EU level are better
addressed on a case-by-case basis in light of the political, economic, and social characteristics of the sector
at stake. In a dynamic, highly internationally-orientated market, such as the financial sector, a stronger
EU regulator seems necessary in order to maintain a coordinated policy and to withstand international
pressure. When markets are more nationally focused and the risks are limited or arise primarily at a
national level,37 a strong EU regulator may be less necessary. Clearly, next to functional necessities, the
political realities and other circumstances, like a crisis, will influence the meaning of what is an optimal
model of enforcement in a specific policy area and at a given period of time in the EU. ¶
37 Ottow 2012, supra note 6, p. 218.
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